Investigation of the apolipoprotein-L (APOL) gene family and schizophrenia using a novel DNA pooling strategy for public database SNPs.
We performed an extensive genetic association study of the six known apolipoprotein-L (APOL) genes and schizophrenia (SZ) using a novel DNA pooling strategy. The APOL genes are both positional and functional candidate genes for SZ. This gene family maps to chromosome 22q12.3, a region implicated by SZ linkage studies as likely to contain one or more SZ susceptibility genes. A recent gene expression study demonstrated up-regulation of APOL1, 2, and 4 in post-mortem brain samples from SZ patients compared to controls in two independent samples. To test for genetic association with SZ, we analyzed 143 SNPs from dbSNP from across the APOL genes in an Irish sample of 219 cases and 231 controls. Of these 143 SNPs, 51 (36%) were polymorphic in our Irish sample and were genotyped using a novel three-stage DNA pooling strategy. This strategy does not require the identification of a heterozygous individual for DNA pooling association analysis and is therefore very efficient when using public database SNPs. We found no evidence to support the hypothesis that genetic variation at the APOL genes contributes to SZ susceptibility in our sample.